Abstract: Inertial Navigation System (INS) and Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) technologies have been widely used in a variety of positioning and navigation applications. Both systems have their unique features and shortcomings. Therefore, the integration of GNSSS with INS is now critical to overcome each of their drawbacks and to maximize each of their benefits. The integration of GPS/GNSS with INS can be implemented using a Kalman filter in such modes as loosely, tightly and ultra-tightly coupled. In all these integration modes the INS error states, together with any navigation state (position, velocity, attitude) and other unknown parameters of interest, are estimated using GPS/GNSS measurements. In this study, the analysis has been carried out using the tightly coupled GPS/SDINS integration. In addition, it has been demonstrated that vehicle dynamics affect the Kalman filter initialization time, especially for the heading component.
Introduction
Integrated GPS/INS systems have been developed in order to overcome the inherent drawbacks of each system. Applications for such systems include airborne gravity surveying, mobile mapping, vehicle navigation, guidance and control [6] . Moreover, such a system is well suited for trajectory determination, as it can be easily described using position and attitude information. In such an integrated system, low data rate, high accuracy GNSS measurements can be used to estimate and to correct the error states of the INS within a dedicated Kalman filter.
The integration of GNSS with INS can be implemented using a Kalman filter in such modes as loosely, tightly and ultra-tightly coupled. In all these integration modes the INS error states, together with any navigation state (position, velocity, and attitude) and other unknown parameters of interest, are estimated using GNSS measurements. In a high performance system it is expected that all these unknown states will be precisely estimated. Although it has been noted that both the quality of the GNSS measurements and the trajectory and/or manoeuvre characteristics in a specific application will have a significant impact on system performance [6] . The performance analysis results are very relevant to system design and missile trajectory optimization.
The Onboard computer software program was developed to predict the full trajectory of the missile in order to improve the accuracy at impact. The primary purposes of missile launch surveillance are: 1) to provide a timely report of each occurrence of a missile launch, 2) to estimate launch/trajectory parameters, and 3) to estimate present and future missile 1 trajectories as a function of time during flight. After the missile position and velocity vectors are obtained, the prediction starts with the time integration of equations of motion using a six parameter-state vector, which is composed of the position and velocity vectors, [1] .
Strap Down INS Mechanization (SDINS)
This section describes techniques for initialization of inertial navigation system (INS) which is hosted on a missile. The INS initialization aims to determine initial values of the system, including position, velocity, and attitude. In case of alignment on stationary base, it is required to align an inertial navigation system to the local geographic co-ordinate frame defined by the directions of true north and the local vertical [3, 13] . For this purposes, it is assumed that the navigation system is stationary w.r.t. the Earth. That is, the accelerometers measure three orthogonal components of the specific force needed to overcome gravity whilst the gyroscopes measure the components of the Earth's turn rate in the same directions. In a strap down system, attitude information may be stored as a direction cosine matrix. The objective of the angular alignment process is to determine the direction cosine matrix which defines the relationship between the inertial sensor axes and the local geographic frame. The measurements provided by the inertial sensors in body axes may be resolved into the local geographic frame using the current best estimate of the body attitude with respect to this frame [3] . 
On-Board Computer Software
The On-Board Software (OBCS) development was comprised of 3 major components: 1) the operating system, IMU digital signal processing code and ground alignment software and 2) ground checkout code developed uniquely for the program system and 3) the flight guidance, navigation, control and sequencing code [5] .
After the final implementation integrates the GPS information into the flight navigation solution via the Kalman filter: There are two modes of operation for the system: 1) Ground test which assure that the navigation system is healthy before launch and 2) navigation in flight [5, 10] .
In the ground test we compute the system azimuth, level orientation and auxiliary sensor compensation through the ground alignment time. This creates the initial attitude reference and gyro and accelerometer biases and scale factors which are used at the time of (Go Inertial) for the flight navigation system [4, 5] .
At "Go Inertial", the flight navigation routines, the GNSS Update Process and The Kalman filter are turned on and the system begins navigating. 
INS/GNSS Integration Approaches
In order to combine INS and GNSS data by using filtering techniques, we have two approaches as shown in figure (3). The 1st one is the standard Kalman filter, which processes the data from different systems in one step, is called the centralized Kalman filter. The 2nd one is the decentralized filtering technique, in which two Kalman filters are formulated [10, 11] . One is the GPS filter, which is used as a local filter and processes GPS data only. The other one is the INS filter which is considered as the master filter and estimates position, velocity, and attitude along the trajectory.
Figure (3): INS/GNSS integration approaches
In the loosely coupled integration, decentralized Kalman filtering is employed, but in the tightly coupled, centralized Kalman filtering is employed. One of the main advantages of the loosely coupled integration is that the dimension of the state vector is smaller as compared to other methods, on the other hand, in the tightly coupled large size of state vector which required more computation time [10, 11] .
Model of GNSS/INS Integrated System
A twenty seven state Kalman filter integration will be implemented in flight test mode to evaluate system performance. The flight test data consisted of measurement of IMU, GNSS, and trajectory generator data [5, 12, 13] .
INS Error Model

Position error
The geographic implementation of the inertial navigation equations are as follows [5] :
The position error can be modeled as:
Attitude error model
The attitude error model using Euler angle can be written as [5] :
This equation can be rewrite as:
where n ib ω  is the error in measuring angular velocity vector due to gyro errors from body frame to inertial frame resolved in the navigation frame and can be define as: 
n en
Velocity error model
The SINS true velocity error in navigation frame is given by [13] :
The velocity error equation can be written as:
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Then (11) can be rewrite as:
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Sensor Error Model
Gyro error model
Because of the complexity of the gyro error model so, we only focused on the two important factors which tends to gyro error measurements and we can consider all the above unknown parameters as a white noise ( 
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represents the error in measuring angular velocities in platform coordinates system due to gyro errors and needed for attitude error equation
Accelerometer error model
The two main factors are the accelerometer bias vector ( o K ) and the accelerometer scale factor vector ( 1 K ). Then the accelerometer measuring error can be modeled as: 
GPS/GLONASS Error Model
In many literatures the GPS/GLONASS have a lot of error sources which affects the accuracy of position and velocity. Even more, if most of these errors are corrected, still some random errors exist. For instance random errors are included in clock errors that are the first differential equation which describe the state errors can be written as [4, 5, 9] :
where ,,
are the position errors of GPS and ,,
are the velocity errors of GPS. Then the GPS error system matrix can be define as:
The GPS noise vector can be define as:
are the white noise in the GPS position and velocity respectively.
State and Measurement Equations of Integrated System
From the above 3-models (INS error model, sensors error model, and GPS/GLONASS error model) we can construct the integration navigation system error model as follows:
The state vector of the INS/GPS/GLONASS integrated system can be written as [5, 9] :
. and the system noise vector (t) w can be define as:
where , g ε  are the gyro and accelerometer white noise vectors. The input system noise matrix can also be constructing as follows: 
Kalman Filter Functionality and Mechanization
The flight System Error Estimate (SEE) Utilizes the Kalman filter to generate corrections to the navigation system using the difference between the GPS position, velocity and navigation position, velocity as the measurement [12] . Then we must discretize the continuous system matrix equation. The discretization of the state equation and measurement equation are as follows [4, 5, 6] :
5.6 Simulation Parameters
INS parameters
The initial attitude error angle is chosen as 500 , initial velocity error 1.0 / ms , initial error of latitude and longitude angle 0.15 rad , initial altitude 10 00 m , initial accelerometer bias error 
GPS/GLONASS parameters
Conclusions
This paper demonstrated the importance of the INS/GPS/GLONASS integration into ballistic navigation solution. The SINS uses (ENU) frame and the integrated system uses position and velocity as measurements. The system model of the integrated system for Kalman filtering are derived and modeled as 27-states. This state estimation system shown clearly the application of fundamental modeling and filtering techniques. The simulation is built on the integrated system INS/GPS/GLONASS and the trajectory generator data. From the results we found that some parameters of estimated gyro errors such as vertical and east gyro drifts, and also estimated east accelerometer bias are not observables. The simulation shows that in the integrated system, the navigation errors in both the INS and GPS/GLONASS can be estimated with high accuracy. These results of this work will lead to the development of "IMU" state estimation system that supplies current motion information (position and attitude states) that can be used to carry out guidance and control strategies.
